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Challenge 1: pick a dataset and 
see how many story ideas you 
can list using the story 
categories



Scenario: new rail 
usage figures come 

out - what stories 
could you tell?
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● Station name
● Station owner and group
● Region (and other area categories)
● Lat-long
● Entries & exits by type (full price, 

reduced, season ticket, total)
● Previous year’s entries & exits
● Percentage change year on year
● Ranking
● Interchanges (not exit)
● Comments (e.g. engineering works)

https://dataportal.orr.gov.uk/statistics/usage/estimates-of-station-usage
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What did you come up with?
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Evening Standard;

● Headline verbs: ‘revealed’, ‘named’. Keywords.
● “New figures” - not bogged down with source detail
● Consider audience: London is the focus
● No quotes. Who could they have interviewed?

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/transport/revealed-uks-busiest-train-stations-and-how-many-are-in-london-a3708276.html


Telegraph

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/12052797/Revealed-The-10-busiest-and-10-quietest-railway-stations-in-Britain.html


*
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-shropshire-42973820
https://github.com/BBC-Data-Unit/factcheck-stations-demand  
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Angles come with 
pitfalls!





Is that a lot?





Within the m
argin of error?



Seasonality?



Adjusted for in
flation?





Adjusted for population etc?
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Correlation is not causation







Risk of atomisation?





Consider privacy/feedback
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or http://chartchooser.juiceanalytics.com/



Challenge 2: Take an issue 
(hypothesis-driven) and see 
how many story ideas you can 
list using the story categories



For example: 
Coronavirus

Pollution
Gender pay gap
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What did you come up with?
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This one’s for free: in Birmingham this company has a 99% mean average pay gap in favour of women, but the median pay 
gap favours men. Why might that be? How might the company accounts give you more clues - and a possible story lead?

https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/03203080




• One dataset can generate many 
stories. Use the framework to identify 
potential angles — then choose!

• Can be data- or issue-driven
• Each angle type raises different 

issues — check those are addressed

Key points



Questions!


